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ABSTRACT 

The phenomenon of long-period superstructures in ordered alloys is 
analyzed in terms of the ANNNI' model. New ground state results are 
presented and applied to the case of one-dimensional periodic antiphase 
structures in Cu3Pd. The difference between systems with diffuse antiphase 
domain boundaries (as· in Cu3Pd) and sharp boundaries {as in Ag3Mg) is 
discussed and is argued to be due to the influence of the strength of the 
effective transverse pair interactions compared to that of the axial 
interactions along the long-period direction. Atomic resolution 
transmission electron micrographs are presented for Cu3Pd and Ag3Mg, which 
clearly illustrate the distinction. 

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office 

of Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Sciences Division of the U. S. 

Department of Energy under Contract Number DE-AC03-76SF00098. 



1. Introduction 

Numerous experimental studies [1,2] have shown that alloys of noble 
metals tend to produce periodic antiphase structures on ordering. Early 
theoretical work of Sato and Toth [3] was quite successful in correlating 
electron/atom ratio and the half-wavelength M of the modulation wavelength: 
it was argued that the introduction of new Brillonin zone boundaries near 
the alloy Fermi surface lowered the electronic energy. Detailed first
principles KKR-cPA calculations by Gyorffy and Stocks [4] have placed these 
ideas on a firmer basis by (a) proving that the Fermi surface in 
near-stoichiometric Cu3Pd was well-defined and reasonably sharp and (b) by 
actually predicting values for the wavelength of fluctuations in disordered 
alloys. 

The above-mentioned theories are expressed in k-space, which is 
convenient for electronic structure considerations, but prove to be quite 
awkward if precise statistical mechanical calculations are required! 
k-space formulations can only be handled in mean field, or more precisely, 
in Bragg Williams (BW) approximations. It is now recognized, however, that 
configurational entropy plays a decisive role in stabilizing long-period 
superstructures, so that detailed statistical mechanical calculations are 
required. For that reason, attention has recently been focused on 
real-space formulations, based on the Ising model, in which electronic 
interactions are replaced by a small set of phenomenological interatomic 
effective pair interactions, usually designated by the symbol J, recalling 
the exchange interactions used in magnetism. In fact, as was the case for 
the original Ising model, the theory was first developed to explain long
period magnetic order and, in this paper, the more compact vocabulary of 
magnetism will often be used: "A" and "8" atoms will at times be designated 
by the symbols + ("up spin") and - ("down spin"), and "spin flips" will 
correspond to A and 8 atom interchanges. Ferromagnetic interactions (J>O) 
will give rise to "clustering" phenomena (in alloy terminology) and 
antiferromagnetic interactions (J<O) will give rise to "ordering." 

In this review, or better, preview, the main theoretical ideas will be 
summarized very briefly. More details will be found in an extensive review 
by two of the present authors [5], and in references to original work cited 
therein. Very convincing evidence of the application of recent theoretical 
ideas to the non-noble alloy TiA13 will be found in a paper by Loiseau et 
al. [6], which basically espouses the same ideas as the ones to be 
presented here. Here we shall concentrate on applications to the "noble" 
alloys Ag1Mg, and, in more detail, to Cu1Pd. Only preliminary results are 
available at present; more detailed studies will be published at a later 
date. 

2. The ANNNI Model 

'I 
# 

The acronym ANNNI stands for "axial next nearest neighbor Ising" t-
model. A rigid tetragonal (or cubic) lattice is assumed with "spi:1s" 
(atoms) located exactly at lattice sites and interacting via first CJ1) and 
second (J 2 ) neighbor axial pair interactions, i.e. along the tetragonal ~' 
axis, and first neighb6r (Jo) pair interactions along directions normal to 
the tetragonali ty axis. For J 2 <O ( antiferromagneti c) "frustration" effects 
insure that the ground state of this Ising model consists of a 
ferromagnetic phase for J1>0 and K=!Jzi/JI<l/2, in the sense that 
successive layers, or lattice planes normal to the axial direction are all 
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labeled + (up spin, or A atom, or "unshifted" two-dimensional ordered plane 
if Jo<O), or all labeled - (down spins, or B atoms, or ordered layers in 
antiphase "shifted" position if Jo<O). For K>1/2 the ground state consists 
of a succession of paired layers++--++-- ••• (or AABBAABB ••• ), designated, 
in the Fisher and Selke notation [7] by the symbol <2>, the integer 
denoting the repeating unit, the brackets denoting one period (or half 
period) of the structure. The ferromagnetic phase will be designated <=>, 
since in the limit, the same type of layer or lattice plane is repeated 
infinitely: +++++ ••• or---- ••• It was shown by Fisher and Selke that the 
boundary between these two ground states, at K=l/2, is a multiphase point 
where an infinity of long-period structures are stable. The same 
conclusions are reached for J1<0 but now the ferromagnetic ground state is 
replaced by an antiferromagnetic one, as expected, designated by the symbol 
<1>, which stands for +-+-+-... The other ground state is still <2>, and 
the state at K=1/2 is also infinitely degenerate. 

In a remarkable paper [8], Fisher and Selker showed that a 
low-temperature expansion of the exact free energy of the ANNNI model could 
determine the low-temperature portion of a T vs. K phase diagram, and could 
also predict definite structures for the expected stable phases. In 
particular, the authors showed that, when the temperature is raised 
slightly, the (K=l/2, T=O) degeneracy is lifted and configurational entropy 
stabilizes definite structures, or polytypes, in particular regions of the 
phase diagram. What happens is that boundaries between layers of different 
types (domain walls) begin to disorder and acquire entropy, which lowers 
the free energy, but also acquire additional internal energy, which raises 
the free energy. At any temperature and interaction ratio K, a free energy 
minimizing balance is struck and a particular stacking sequence of layers 
is favored. From their low-temperature analysis~ Fisher and Sel~e 

predicted the existence of structures, or polytypes, of general formula 
<2j3> (J>O) or <2j+11> (J<O). It was anticipated [8] that phases with more 
general structure formulas might also become stable at higher temperatures. 
Indeed, recent mean-field calculations [9,10] have shown the existence of 
"branching" structures, i.e. poly types whose structure formulas combine 
those of the "simple" polytype structure formulas predicted by the 
low-temperature expansion. The branching rule is as follows: the common 
boundary between two phases of symbolic structure formulas <X> and <Y>, 
say, can split up at a higher temperature to produce an intermediate phase 
region ~or a new phase of structure formula <XY>. This process is 
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1b [11]. Clearly, by successive 
repetitions of this branching process, stacking sequences of considerable 
complexity can be produced, although the allowed structure formulas, far 
from being arbitrary, must conform to definite rules. It has been shown 
elsewhere [11] that the structure formulas resulting from branching are 
precisely those which result from the modulation of the lattice by square 
waves of arbitrary half-wavelength M=P/Q when P and Q are relative primes. 
An illustration of this property is given in Fig. 1a for polytype <2 2 121> 
of modulation half-wavelength M=8/5 and of half period P=8, Q=5 being the 
number of square wave periods contained in the full period of the polytype. 
A continuous fraction algorithm is also available [5] for deriving polytype 
structure formulas from the modulation of wavelength. 
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Fig. 1 - Branching polytype <2 2 121> : (a) square 
wave modulation f(x) of wavelength 2Ma0 with 
polytype period 2Pa0 (a0 is interplanar spacing); 
(b) graph of corresponding structure combination 
branching process [11]. 

It is interesting to note that the square wave modulation model is 
precisely the one postulated years ago by Fujiwara [12] in his explanation 
of diffraction patterns resulting from long-period superstructures. 
Indeed, the condition for the sharpness of diffraction satellites is 
precisely that of the regularity of the modulation wavelength [5]. It is 
thus seen that a very important consequence of the ANNNI model is that it 
provides direct statistical thermodynamic justification for the long-period 
structure which had been postulated previously to account for observed 
diffraction patterns. 

,Even more conclusive evidence is available, however: hi3h resolution 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) can actually resolve lattice planes, 
or even atomic columns, for a direct observation of the polytype 
structures. It is very significant that polytypes of simple structure 
formula <2j1 > have been observed, along with certain branching structure 

. formulas such as <2 .. 12 3 1> in Ag3Mg, for example [13]. More recently, an 
extended range of polytypes has been observed by atomic-resolution TEM in 
TiAll [6]. 

Most of the characteristic polytype structures observed in ordered 
alloys are superstructures of an fcc parent lattice, whereas the ANNNI 
model was derived initially for a simple tetragonal lattice. However, a 
heuristic argument [5] indicated that the structural predictions of the 
ANNNI model remained vali'd in the fcc case as well. 
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The Ag3Mg system is a particularly interes ting one to study because the 
antiphase domain walls appear extremely . sharp at all t emperatures of 
observation . Figur e 2 is an atomic resolution micrograph of an 
Ag 26 at. % Mg alloy aged 113 hours at 382 °C, where the br i ght dots 
r epresent projections of rows of Mg atoms [14]. By direct counting , one 
can readily deter mine t hat the polytype structure here is <2 2 1>. Note how 
straight and sharp are the antiphase boundaries in this system. By 
contrast, domain walls in Cu3Pd are much more diffuse or wavy , as can be 
seen in Fi g. 3, an atomic resolution micrograph of a Cu 20 at. % Pd al loy 

Fig. 2 - Atomic resolution micrograph of an Ag 26 
at. % Mg alloy aged 113 hours at 382°C. Bright dots 
represent projections of rows of Mg Atoms [14]. 

Fig. 3 - Atomic resolution micrograph of a Cu 20 
at. % Pd alloy aged 71 hours at 457°C. Bright dots 
represent projections of rows of Pd atoms [ 15]. 

XBB 858-6698 
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aged for 71 hours at 457°C, bright dots here representing rows of Pd atoms 
[15]. The phase/antiphase periodicity of 8 is clearly evidenced with its 
conservative antiphase shifts. Since antiphase domain boundaries are quite 
diffuse, it is difficult to recognize definite polytype structures: is the 
modulation period M equal to exactly 8 or to a mixture of 7, 8, 9, ... ? 
Also, why is there such a marked difference between the appearance of 
domain walls in Ag3Mg (Fig. 2) and Cu3Pd (Fig. 3)? Can the ANNNI model 
explain, at least qualitatively, this difference? To answer these 
questions, let us now consider in more detail the case of Cu3Pd. 

3. Application to Cu3Pd 

It is known that, below about 500°C, the Cu-Pd fcc solid solution 
undergoes ordering reactions in the range of about 10 to 30 at. % Pd. The 
phase diagram, including ordered superstructures, is not well known, but 
should resemble that of Fig. 4. Curiously the phase region of the simple 
L12 ordered structure peaks not at the expected stoichiometric composition 
of 25%, but around 15%. At and near stoichiometry, one-dimensional long 
period superstructures (LPS) are found, becoming two-dimensional ones at 
still higher Pd content. 

At 

at.% Pd 

XBL 8!H-&461 

Fig. 4 - Portion of fcc-based Cu-Pd phase diagram 
in vicinity of Ll 2 ordered phase region, showing 
stability regions of one and two-dimensional 
long-period superstructures (LPS). 

The alloy of Fig. 3 was of course annealed in the 1-Dim LPS regi on. 
Within that region, the modulation wavelength M varies quasi-continuously 
as shown for example in Fig. 5 which combines data of Schubert et al. [1 6] 
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XBL857-6462 
Fig. 5 - Plot of half-wavelength M vs. Pd 
concentration in Cu-Pd. Experimental values 
from Shubert (full circles) [16] and Ogawa 
(open circles) [17]. 

and Ogawa and coworkers [17]. It is seen that M ranges from a value of 3 to 
very large numbers, as the concentration of Pd decreases. When the period 
M becomes infinite, the simple Llz structure is obtained (antiphasing takes 
place infinitely far away). This suggests that, for Cu3Pd, the two ANNNI 
ground states may be <~> and <3>, rather than <~> and <2> for the original 
model. 

The simplest scheme of effective axial interactions J which produce 
such ground states is that given by J 1>0, J ,<O, all others negligible by 
comparison. It has indeed been shown quite generally by Finel [18] that, 
if only J1 and Jn (n•2, or 3, or 4 ••• ) are considered, the ground states 
must be those indicated in Fig. 6, with multiphase points located at 
±1/n. The symbol <n>, in term of spins, denotes "n-up/n-down/n-up ••• ," and 
the barred symbol is related to the unbarred by overturning alternate 
spins, thus, for example 

<3> !!! +++---+++--- ••• 

<3> !!! +-++-++-++-+ ••• s <21> . 
Likewise 

-<1> !!! <~> 

A low-temperature expansion [18] shows that th~ first "excited state", for 
the axial scheme J1, Jn (with transverse J 0 ) is <n+l> (or its barred 
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n even 

Jn 
t 
I 
I 

--J, 

n odd 

Jn 
t 
I 

lC8L857-4S4!59 

Fig. 6 - Ground state analysis for one-dimensional 
system with interactions J1 (first neighbor) and 
Jn (nth neighbor) only. J>O signifies ferromagnetic 
(clustering) interaction, and conversely [18]. For 
phase-region symbols, see text. 

counterpart) as indicated schematically in Fig. 7, where both positive and 
negative J, are considered. 

<n') 

T 

(I) (00) 

0 

K = IJnl/ J1 

Interaction Parameter Ratio 

(n+l) 

(n) 

XIL 157- 84 51 

Fig. 7 - Schematic low-temperature phase diagram 
for ANNNI model with (J1,Jn) interaction [18]. 
For phase-region symbols, see text. 
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Far more elaborate calculations are required in order to determine the 
other excited states, and the region of stability of the corresponding 
polytypes. Partial phase diagrams, in the tetragonal lattice case, have 
been calculated in the BW approximation [10] for the scheme J1=Jo, J 2<0. 
With these diagrams as models, we have indicated, in Fig. 8, a plausible 
(J0 , J1, J,) ANNNI phase diagram on which only a few polytypes and their 
phase regions have been included. Point L is the so-called "Lifshitz 
point," Z is the multi phase point at absolute zero, from which radiates a 
fan of <3j4> phases. Point B is a branching point at which a new "structure 
combination" phase appears, <344> in the case illustrated. 

• .. 
:I -0 .. 
• Q. 

e 
• .... 

(Q) 

(3) 

OL-----------~~------------------~ 
0 

Interaction Parameter Ratio 
XBL8!H·6460 

Fig. 8 - Schematic ANNNI model phase diagram with 
(J1,J,) interactions. L is Lifshitz point, Z is 
multiphase point, B is one possible branching point. 

Phase field <4> is shown to have the widest extension, in accordance 
with calculations pertaining to the (J1, Jz) case; this is reasonable as 
p~riodicity M2 4 is observed prominently in Cu,Pd around the stoichiometric 
composition (see Fig. 5). Phase region <8> is also indicated schematically 
in Fig. 8 since that periodicity is the one illustrated in the micrograph 
(Fig. 3). Actually, all of the blank areas between phase regions in Fi3. 8 
must in fact be filled with large numbers of other phase regions, the 
widths of most of which are expected to be extremely narrow. In the hi3her 
temperature regions, but below the order-disorder transition line 
initiating at point L (transition line to the "paramagnetic" phase), 
branching points should be found in increasingly large numbers. Close to 
the order-disorder transition, all possible values of 3<M<~ should be 
represented, so that a real continuum of incommensurate structures is 
expected. This point will be dicussed more fully in the next section~ 
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A correspondence between the schematic ANNNI phase diagram (Fig. 8) and 
the experimental Cu,Pd phase diagram (Fig. 4) can be established by 
considering theM variation with composition (Fig. 5). Clearly, since the 
Ll2 phase represents the <~> ANNNI phase, and M=3 and M=4 correspond to <3> 
and <4> respectively, etc ••• , it follows that low Pd concentrations (say 
arrourid 20%) must correspond to low values of the ratio K (<113), for which 
the modulation wavelength M becomes very large. At the other extreme, when 
the Pd concentration increases, the half period M tends to stabilize at the 
value 3, in agreement with the fact that Fig. 8 shows that polytype <3> is 
the stable ordered state for arbitrarily large values of K, at all 
temperatures of observation below the order-disorder transition. The 
assumption is made here that J,/Jl varies monotonically with concentrationp 
through the electron/atom ratio, for instance. This assumption is not 
essential, but is a plausible one since the wavelength M is seen to vary 
monotonically with concentration as well (Fig. 5). 

There is of course no reason for there to be just two significant axial 
pair interactions, J1 and J,, for all Pd concentrations in the range 15-30 
at. %, say: some admixture of J2, J~ ••• is expected, to an extent which 
must depend on concentration. Small contributions from the additional 
interactions will probably not alter the ANNNI phase diagram drastically, 
however, this supposition being based, by analogy, on recent results [ 19 J 
which show that a small admixture of J, will not alter significantly the 
(J1, J2) ANNNI phase diagram. 

4. Discussion 

Let us now discuss the question of sharp versus diffuse antiphase 
boundaries. It has been suggested [ 13] that there exist two mutually 
exclusive classes of periodic antiphase structure materials: the "sharp" 
boundary class and the "diffuse". It now appears that the differences in 
boundary structure can be described within the unique framework of the 
ANNNI model. In order to prove that point, it would be ne.ccessary to 
perform detailed phase diagram calculations with various ratios of axial to 
transverse pair interaction values. This has not yet been done, most 
numerical calculations having been performed with Jo=IJtl [10,19]. 

It is expected that a relatively small Jo will tend to produce diffuse 
antiphase boundaries in temperature ranges where one-dimensional 
long-period superstructures are well-developed. The reason for this is as 
follows: an antiphase boundary can be considered as a two-dimensional Ising 
model with nearest neighbor interaction Jo, regarded as weakly coupled to 
the bulk. If Jo is rather weak compared to J1 and J2, the two-dimensional 
antiphase boundary can partially disorder which, as shown for instance by 
Inglesfield [20], has the effect of locally moving the boundary by on~ or 
more units normal to itself. Such local jogs, occurring in the thickness 
of the sample, will project, in TEM, as. a diffuse or wavy boundary. 
According to the present views, Ag,Mg would have relatively high J o/ J 1, 0 
compared to the same ratio in the Cu,Pd case. It is not known at this point 
why J o should be relatively larger for Ag ,Mg, in comparison to Cu ,Pd. It (! 
must be recalled, however, that on the fcc lattice, J 0 is a true 
first-neighbor interaction, while J1, being a first axial interaction alJng 
<100>, is in fact a second-neighbor interaction, and therefore can have a 
far different magnitude. It is conceivable that, once one-dimens ion3.l 
long-period ordering sets in, elastic effects, say, tend to modify the 
effective ANNNI pair interactions so as to alter the ratios Jo/J1 
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differently in different systems. Perhaps the fact that Cu, Pd and Au are 
near neighbors in the Periodic Table, and Ag, Mg and Al, Ti not has some 
bearing on the case. 

Sharp and diffuse antiphase domain walls al&o seem to correlate with 
commensurate and incommensurate modulations, respectively. It may not be 
immediately clear what is meant by those two terms. Mathematically, a 
commensurate modulation is one whose half-wavelength is given (in units of 
the interplanar spacing) by M=P/Q, where P and Q are relative primes. Then 
P is the "commensuration number" [5], 1. e. the period (or half-period) of 
the corresponding superstructure (see Fig. 1). The modulation is 
incommensurate if M is not a rational fraction since then the lattice and 
the modulation can never get back into registry (P-+<~~). In practice, 
commensurate structures are taken to be those for which M is a simple 
rational fraction (the interger P sufficiently small). On the other hand, 
one labels as "incommensurate phase fields" in ·a phase diagram those 
regions in which the modulation wavelength varies quasi-continuously with 
temperature and concentration, i.e. where all values of M are represented. 

The term "quasi-continuous" must be made more precise. As emphasized 
by Loiseau et. al. [6], two limiting behaviors are possible: (1) the graph 
of M vs. concentration, say, is a continuous function, · M being therefore 
almost everywhere irrational, and (2) the graph of M is almost everywhere 
constant, each plateau occurring at some rational M, any two plateaus, or 
steps, containing an infinitely large number of intermediate ones. The 
latter behavior goes under the name of "devil's staircase." 

The ANNNI phase diagram is far from having been determined 
theoretically in its entirety. At low temperatures, _only "simple" 
polytypes, such as <2j3>, are predicted. Hence the variation of M with K 
(or with concentration) presents a series of steps characterized as a 
"harmless ladder," since, in any given interval, only a finite number of 
plateaus is found, at least until the limit <2""3>=<2> is encountered. 
There, in the words of Fisher and Selke [7], is found a "devil's top step." 

At intermediate temperatures, branching sets in at points such as B in 
Fig. 8. As the temperature is increased, increasingly more profuse 
branching . occurs, but still the "staircase" probably remains "harmless" 
until close to the second-order transition from disordered to (modulated) 
ordered phases. Truly diabolical behavior may occur very near the 
transition. _On the order-disorder line itself, it would appear that 
various polytype phase regions, even those corresponding to simple rational 
fractions, have zero extension in the phase diagram, so that a truly 
continuous variation of M is expected, i.e. strictly "incommensurate" 
behavior. 

The analysis of transitions between "harmless", "diabolical" and 
"incommensurate" phase regions has not been carried out in all generality, 
but it is reasonable to assume that the relative value of the transverse 
pair interaction Jo with respect to axial interactions will have a marked 
influence. Mean field calculation performed by Duxbury and Selke [9,10] do 
show that branching occurs at fixed points, for given <23> combination 
phase, on a normalized temperature scale ,;(Jo/Jd, where •=kgT/J1, kg 
being the Boltzmann constant. It follows that the reduced branc~ing 

temperature 'b will decrease as the ratio J of I J 1 I decreases. This result 
is expected to be quite general, so that, conversely, high relative Jo 
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values will tend to maintain lock-in of short-period polytypes until very 
close to the order-disorder transition. 

A limiting case of J o "softening" is that of two-dimensional systems 
for which domain walls can be regarded as one-dimensional Ising chains 
which, except at absolute zero, have no resistance to disordering. In that 
case, it has been shown [18] that branching points, such as 8 in Fig. 8, are 
all situated at the multiphase point Z. Here, in two dimensions, infinite 
branching occurs immediately, yielding no definite long-range order, but 
producing a strange "floating phase" [21], similar to the one predicted in 
the Kosterlitz-Thouless theory of two-dimensional melting [22]. ·.~ 

Although complete calculations have not been -performed on the ANNNI 
model, the experimental situation is even more fragmentary. Experimental f 
constraints [presence of other incoherent phases, including the liquid; 
slow kinetics] usually prevent the full range of concentrations and 
temperatures to be investigated. Thus, it may appear that various alloy 
systems fall into various classes, but perhaps this is only illusory:~the 
possible transitions harmless ~ diabolical ~ incommensurate may simply not 
be detectable in any given system because of the small observational 
"window." Thus, the difference between Ag3Mg and Cu3Pd, for example, may 
lie simply in the relative values of Jn, large in the first case, small in 
the second, so that Ag3Mg, seen through the available window, presents only 
locked-in polytypes, and Cu3Pd only continuous modulations. 

Also, it is often argued that there must be two distinct types of 
mechanism operating: (a) The Fermi-surface driven modulation responsible 
for ~ntiphasing in Cu3Pd and CuAu, for example [4], and (b) the ANNNI model 
entropy-stabilized polytypes in Ag3Mg, Au3Zn and Al3Ti, for example. The 
two, of course, are not mutually exclusive: Fermi surface effects determine 
the magnitude and range of effective pair interactions which, in an ANNNI 
scheme, are broken up into just a few transverse and axial interactions. 
As was shown above, it is possible to rationalize Cu3Pd modulation on the 
basis of just Jo, J1 and J3. It is true, however, that no definite rules 
have been proposed for deriving effective axial interactions from more 
general ones: J 3 is third neighbor axial, yet belongs to the 17th 
coordination shell in fcc. The choice of real or reciprocal space is an 
arbitrary one of course: one selects that representation for which the 
necessary series expansions of the theory appear to give faster 
convergence. It is hard to see how to formulate the stability of 
long-period polytypes on the basis of k.,..space representations, however, 
without bringing in lots of "umklapp" terms. 

5. Conclusion 

The ANNNI model has been criticized as "being too simple." That is 
true: it does not take elastic interactions into account, it says nothing 
about the transition from one-dimensional to two-dimensional long-period 
superstructures, it can handle only oversimplified. sets of interaction 
parameters. Unfortunately, the ANNNI model is also too complicated: as was 
mentioned, even the simplest type has not been fully solved, and m3.ny ~.·· 
fundamental questions remain unanswered. 

Still, the authors believe that considerable light has been shed on the 
whys and wherefores of long-period superstructures in real systems through 
calculations based on an admittedly oversimplified and somewhat artifi:ial 
model which, nevertheless, possesses extraordinary intrinsic richness. 
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